Defend's Assault

MADISON, OREGON, FRIDAY, JUNE 13, 1907.

TREMBLING WITH EMOTION

ORCHARD FACES PEACEFUL REVOLUTION

Cimiento Close of Willamette's Remarkable Revolution Faced by Murder

DEFENSE'S ASSAULT

Every Known Local Name Excluded by Heredity Testimony—Rites Responsible, Says Orchard.

MEETING WITH PEACEFUL REVOLUTION

"I am ashamed to speak of the single occasion when I was at the place," said Orchard.

"That's all right," said Peaceful.

"You must be ashamed to speak of the incident," Orchard replied.

Orchard began crying, and the Peaceful had something to express with his tears.

Dole, June 13. The men who had been leading the Peaceful had been in the life study of their greatest opponent, Orchard today. When carrying the initiates, they suddenly realized that the Peaceful was leading them into a situation which could result in bringing them before the jury of every cursed man in town. And then, suddenly turning in on itself, it was seen that all that the Peaceful was trying to bring about was quite contrary to the will of every human being in town.

A series of quick decisions followed. and the Orchards were captured. They were then imprisoned and held men and women, who expressed shock at the action. Orchard had been turned to the side of King David and Uriah. That Detective McFarland had told him that he would come and rescue him. Orchard was freed himself, but he was not freed from the bonds that had been placed upon him.

Somehow, Orchard had managed to get into the house of the Peaceful. The Peacemen had been instructed not to use any force or violence.

In a short time, Orchard had managed to get out of the house. The Peaceful had told him that he would take Orchard to the house of the Peaceful, and that the Peaceful was going to do all that he could to help him.

There was no more. Orchard had talked to the Peaceful about returning to his home, and the Peaceful had told him that he could not do it.

Jevon's hand along the face of the Peaceful came to lay on the hand of the Peaceful, and the Peaceful said:

"You see.

"And do it quickly," said McCarthy. Orchard had never seen such a sight. The Peaceful was crying, and the Orchard was crying. Orchard had never seen such a sight. Orchard had seen the Orchard crying. Orchard had never seen such a sight.

When Orchard left the Peaceful's hand, the Peaceful had a certain look in his eye. Orchard could not tell what that look meant. Perhaps it was a look of sympathy for the Peaceful. Orchard could not tell. Orchard had never seen such a sight.

After Orchard had left the Peaceful's hand, the Peaceful had a certain look in his eye. Orchard could not tell what that look meant. Perhaps it was a look of sympathy for the Peaceful. Orchard could not tell. Orchard had never seen such a sight.

Orchard was walking along the street, and the Peaceful had a certain look in his eye. Orchard could not tell what that look meant. Perhaps it was a look of sympathy for the Peaceful. Orchard could not tell. Orchard had never seen such a sight.

Jevon's hand along the face of the Peaceful came to lay on the hand of the Peaceful, and the Peaceful said:

"You see.

"And do it quickly," said McCarthy. Orchard had never seen such a sight. The Peaceful was crying, and the Orchard was crying. Orchard had never seen such a sight. Orchard had seen the Orchard crying. Orchard had never seen such a sight.

When Orchard left the Peaceful's hand, the Peaceful had a certain look in his eye. Orchard could not tell what that look meant. Perhaps it was a look of sympathy for the Peaceful. Orchard could not tell. Orchard had never seen such a sight.

TODAY

Don't forget that tonight the warden of the Idaho Penitentiary will open an address in the Reesman hall and "you were not expected" will be the opportunity and chance for residents of Coos Bay to express their opinion on the building of a railway bridge over the waters of the lower bay. A strong public sentiment seems to exist in favor of the new railway, and we are glad to express the hope that the warden will be able to attend the meeting.

TODAY

WEATHER FORECAST

Western grocers, expecting a hard rain, are rising prices. Eastern grocers, expecting a hard rain, are holding prices. Western grocers, expecting a hard rain, are lowering prices. Eastern grocers, expecting a hard rain, are holding prices. Western grocers, expecting a hard rain, are raising prices. Eastern grocers, expecting a hard rain, are lowering prices.

SHELTON BURLINGTON

Burlington, June 13—The Chamber of Commerce of this city will hold an open meeting in the Reesman hall and "you were not expected" will be the opportunity and chance for residents of Coos Bay to express their opinion on the building of a railway bridge over the waters of the lower bay. A strong public sentiment seems to exist in favor of the new railway, and we are glad to express the hope that the warden will be able to attend the meeting.

TODAY

WEATHER FORECAST

Western grocers, expecting a hard rain, are rising prices. Eastern grocers, expecting a hard rain, are holding prices. Western grocers, expecting a hard rain, are lowering prices. Eastern grocers, expecting a hard rain, are holding prices. Western grocers, expecting a hard rain, are raising prices. Eastern grocers, expecting a hard rain, are lowering prices.